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A Frightening Halloween Night!
1. Adjective
2. Number
3. Family Member - Brother Dad Mom Gramma Etc
4. Noun
5. Same Family Member Used
6. Noun
7. Adjective Plus Er
8. Verb
9. Adjective
10. Verb
11. Plural Dessert - Muffins Cakes Etc
12. Liquid
13. Plural Fruit
14. Single Food Item
15. Adjective Plus Er
16. Section - Middle Beginning End
17. Verb Plus Ed
18. Holiday
19. Earthly Substance - Fire Smoke Sun Wind Etc
20. Noun
21. Noun
22. Same Noun As Last
23. Type Of Sound - Whistle Laugh Pound Etc

24. Adjective
25. Adjective
26. Same Family Member Used
27. Noun
28. Verb Plus Ed
29. Noun
30. Verb
31. Single Food Item
32. Color
33. Single Piece Of Clothing
34. Man Or Woman
35. Noun
36. Verb
37. Noun
38. Plural Clothing
39. Verb Plus Ed
40. Noun
41. Adverb
42. Emotion
43. Verb
44. Same Family Member Used
45. Noun
46. Part Of Costume - Hood Cape Wig Mask Etc
47. Top Or Bottom
48. Color

49. Adjective
50. Verb
51. Verb
52. Room In House
53. Noun - Plural
54. Direction - Down Up Sideways Back Around Etc
55. Is Or Isnt
56. Always Or Never

A Frightening Halloween Night!
It was a

trick 'r treating. I went as a

dad mom gramma etc

a

Halloween night when I took my

Adjective

Number

and my

Noun

decided to trick 'r

in the next neighborhood, the

verb

. We got giant

verb

and even full-size

,

plural dessert - muffins cakes etc

family member - brother

dressed up as

same family member used

. We visited almost every house in our neighborhood

Noun

year old

than expected so we

adjective plus ER

area where rich people

Adjective

dipped candy

liquid

plural fruit

single food item

bars! This was way

adjective plus ER

we came to a huge mansion on the

section - middle beginning end

of the street that was completely

out in

verb plus ED

creepy music coming from their

Adjective

no answer. My

verb plus ED

around, there stood a figure wearing a
mask holding a

man or woman

Noun

. We jumped right out of our

straight for the
Adverb

Noun

,

and knocked. The

Noun

type of sound - whistle laugh pound etc

sound, we knew this was

. That's when we saw a huge

Noun

. It told us to

plural clothing

? ] but still

and

of treats with a sign that

Noun

single food item

robe with an over-sized

color

Adjective

and walked inside. I followed. We both

Noun

Yourself! ]. We did, we each took a giant rainbow

verb

old

. We walked up to the

pushed the

and

earthly substance - fire smoke sun wind etc

! But no one came to the door, we yelled [ Is anyone

same family member used

looked at each other and
said [

Noun

slowly opened and made a

same noun as last

going to be

decorations including fake

holiday

than our neighborhood! Then

verb

verb plus ED

. When we turned

single piece of clothing

and an

and then pulled out a
with terror. We ran

but couldn't get it opened. The figure came closer and we could hear it breathing

like it was
family member used

emotion

and wanted to

tripped on a

we reached the

top or bottom

louder. I was so

Adjective

window in the
Noun - Plural

is or isnt

room in house

Noun

us! We ran for the staircase when my

verb

and then my

it was so

color

part of costume - hood cape wig mask etc

same

fell off. Once

we couldn't see a thing. That's when the music got

that I wasn't sure whether to

verb

or

verb

! We saw a

and climbed out onto the deck and jumped down onto a bed of

. We ran home and never looked
for sure, we will
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always or never

direction - down up sideways back around etc

go back to that house again!!

. One thing

